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Abstract 
This paper presents a hierarchical assembly representation, and a unique naming scheme 
that ties together associated design concepts, supports reuse of designs, and allows per
sistent references to design concepts such as edges, faces, parts, and hydraulic ports. This 
representation provides three levels of data specificity when describing a part and its uses: 
(1) data that is common to all uses of a part, (2) data that is specific to a relative use 
of a part on a next-higher assembly, and (3) data that is specific to one occurrence of a 
part within a product design. We argue that these levels of specificity are necessary for 
robust product data definition. We also indicate how this representation can be extended 
to support other hierarchical representations such as functional schematic connectivity 
and manufacturing assembly sequence. Finally, we show how these representations can be 
linked, using the example of manufacturing assembly sequence and 3D engineering me
chanical assemblies. The representation for mechanical assemblies has been implemented 
in our Genesis generative design system. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Enterprises that design and manufacture large-scale products face significant challenges 
as they transition from manual drafting to digital product definition. Because current de
sign data lack computer sensible relationships and attributes that are necessary for design 
automation, manual human interpretation is often required. Current design representa
tions, therefore, severely limit productivity and raise product costs. This paper describes 
how to explicitly capture a more complete set of design relationships that are necessary 
to automate many tasks that currently require human intervention. 

The critical feature of the product representation described in this paper is a hierarchical 
assembly representation that is integrated with boundary representation solid models. 
This allows the engineer to associate design attributes with part geometry relative to 
assembly entities that refer to that part. This allows the capture of information that is 
currently only captured in two-dimensional engineering drawings. The need for designers 
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Figure 1 An aircraft wheel well 

to manually extract design data from 2D drawings can be greatly reduced using this 
approach. Even when design changes propagate to the contents of engineering drawings, 
the invalidated drawing information can be automatically determined and presented to 
the designer, avoiding a manual hit-and-miss search for the effects of a change. 

We have developed this assembly representation within the context of the Genesis gen
erative design system [4]. In this project, we are investigating intelligent computer-aided 
design in an interactive 3D environment. In addition to design automation, it has been 
necessary to develop product data modeling concepts that are necessary for automated 
design. 

2 REPRESENTING ASSEMBLIES 

This section describes an assembly representation for capturing the engineering descrip
tion of mechanical designs . This is a conceptual product representation. While the exact 
implementation is of secondary importance, we believe there are advantages to using the 
data entities described below. 

2.1 The Part/Part-usage Graph 

Generally speaking, parts are composite objects. Part nodes define the design of a specific 
part or assembly, and can refer directly to a geometric description. If a part is built up 
from component parts it may be called an assembly. If a part has no subcomponents then 
its shape is defined by its direct geometric description and may be called a leaf part or a 
detail part. 

The fact that a part is built up from component parts is represented by relationship 
entities called part-usages. Part-usages connect assemblies to their component parts. A 
part-usage also contains a transformation matrix that locates the component parts in the 
coordinate system of the parent assembly. 

Consider the filter module assembly shown in Figure 2. The filter module is constructed 
from one base part and two filter parts. The part/part-usage graph for the filter module is 
shown to the right of the figure. The part/part-usage graph shows part nodes as rectangles, 
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0 filter 

Figure 2 The filter module and part/part-usage graph 

and part-usage nodes as circles. The two part-usage nodes relating the filters to the filter 
module assembly are labeled A and B. Such a filter module appears as a small dark object 
at the center of Figure 1. 

Arbitrarily complex assemblies can be built up by including assemblies as components of 
next-higher assemblies. The one limitation is that no part node may be included anywhere 
in its definition by a part-usage. If that case did occur, the assembly graph would include 
an infinite cycle and, therefore, not correspond to any buildable assembly. This limitation 
requires the part/part-usage graphs to be acyclic. It is also interesting to note that the 
part/part-usage graphs are, generally, not trees because in a tree any node has only one 
parent node, whereas any given part node may have many parent part-usage nodes. 

2.2 The Part-occurrence Tree 

Consider describing hierarchical assemblies as trees instead of part/part-usage graphs, as 
described above. Instead of having part and part-usage nodes, a single type of node called a 
part-occurrence is used to define the design of a specific part or assembly. Part-occurrence 
nodes can refer directly to a geometric description. Like a part node, a part-occurrence 
node can represent either leaf parts or assemblies. 

ou 
0 filter 

Figure 3 The filter module and part-occurrence tree 

The fact that a part is built up from component parts is represented by direct connec
tions from a part-occurrence node to its component part-occurrence nodes. Every part 
that occurs on the assembly has a unique part-occurrence node. Part-occurrence nodes 
contain the transformation matrix that locates the corresponding assembly geometry in 
the coordinate system of the top-level assembly. 

The part-occurrence tree exactly matches the assembly hierarchy. One benefit of this 
representation is the one-to-one correspondence between nodes of the tree and the as
sembly components. This allows the designer to associate design concepts with assembly 
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components, or to establish relationships between components. This correspondence does 
not hold for the part/part-usage graph, in the case that the assembly contains multi-use 
parts. 

A big disadvantage of the part-occurrence tree is that multiuse assemblies are copied 
each time they occur in the design. Such copies could become inconsistent if one is changed 
and the others are not. Also, each part-occurrence tree is specific to the context of the 
assembly represented by the tree's root node. Information specific to another assembly 
requires that a different tree with distinct part-occurrence nodes be defined. 

The part-occurrence tree whose root node corresponds to an assembly is called the 
assembly's rooted occurrence tree. Potentially, every assembly may have geometric at
tributes that are specific its own context. When they do, it is useful to associate design 
information with the assembly's rooted occurrence tree. 

For example, there may be information related specifically to the landing gear assembly 
that describes the distance between the top of the strut and bottom of the wheels. This 
information would naturally be captured in the landing gear's rooted occurrence tree. 
Further, it may be necessary to capture the relationship of some component on the left 
landing gear to a part in another subassembly of the top-level airplane assembly. That 
relationship must be expressed in the context of the top-level airplane assembly's rooted 
occurrence tree. 

2.3 The Combined Assembly Graph 

This representation combines the part/part-usage graph and the part-occurrence tree to 
gain the benefits of both. We remove from the part-occurrence references to geometry 
and any other attributes that are stored in the part/part-usage graph. Since every part
occurrence is an occurrence of one specific part-usage, there is an unambiguous path from 
each part-occurrence to its associated part via that part-usage. A bidirectional relationship 
is stored between corresponding part-usages and part-occurrences. There may be one or 
many part-occurrences that correspond to a given part-usage. 

This representation also adds a special part-usage reference to each node node that is an 
assembly. The part-usage connects to the root node of the part's rooted occurrence tree. 
Conceptually, this special part-usage creates a generic version of the part/assembly in its 
native coordinate system. It is called a generic part-usage. This provides a convenient 
mechanism for finding the rooted occurrence tree given a part definition. 

To make this combined representation more concrete, we will describe a couple of 
examples. Figure 4 shows the complete assembly graph for the filter module of Figure 2, 
adding the part-occurrence tree and the connections between the part/part-usage graph 
and the tree. A generic part-usage node has been added to the root of the part/part-usage 
graph and is shown in gray. The part-occurrence nodes are labeled with the names of the 
corresponding part-usage and part to reinforce the association. In this particular case, the 
part-usages in the part/part-usage graph are isomorphic to the part-occurrences in the 
tree. We will now consider a slightly more complicated example for which that is not the 
case. 

Figure 5 shows a hydraulic assembly that contains two filter modules from the previous 
example. The figure shows all assemblies and leaf parts at the top of the figure, and the 
part/part-usage graph combined with the top-level assembly's rooted occurrence tree. 
The top-level part node assy contains three part-usages nodes that include parts sys__L, 
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Figure 4 The filter assembly graph 

sys...R and tee. Part nodes sys_L and sys...R each contain a part-usage node that includes 
the filter module, and a part-usage node that includes pipe_L and pipe...R, respectively. 
There are two part-occurrence nodes for the filter module, labeled module 1 and module 
2, corresponding to the fact that the hydraulic assembly contains two the filter modules. 
Correspondingly, there are two part-occurrences nodes for both the A and the B part
usage nodes. 

This is the simplest type of example for which the part-usages in the part/part-usage 
graph do not have a one-to-one correspondence with part-occurrences in the tree. The A 
part-usage of the filter part occurs twice in the top level assembly, assy, because two 
module assemblies are used in the design. Any information that is specific to the A filter 
usage on the left assembly assy _L must be associated with the filter A part-occurrence 
node that is under module 1, and not the the A part-usage, or the filter part. 

At this point we would like to address two issues. First, each part-occurrence node 
corresponds to a path or a partial path through the part/part-usage graph. These paths 
begin at a part-usage node, and traverse the graph downward, ending at the part-usage 
of the corresponding part-occurrence. This means that this representation could be im
plemented in terms of these paths plus an indexing mechanism for storing path specific 
information [8] and path-to-path relationships. As mentioned at the beginning of the sec
tion, we are describing data concepts that must be captured, and are not arguing for a 
particular implementation. 

It is, however, our contention that the assembly trees as an adjunct to the part/part
usage graph provide a cleaner paradigm for thinking about the capture of design concepts, 
and provide an easier vehicle for articulating these concepts than do paths. This is es
pecially critical when extending these concepts to multi-version product representations, 
which will be the topic of a future paper. 

2.4 Connecting the Assembly Graph to Solid Models 

Design information may be related to any of the three assembly concepts defined above: 
part, part-usage and part-occurrence. Consider, again, the example of Figure 5. To apply 
sealant to one face for all four occurrences of the filter part, that instruction would be 
most efficiently associated with that face in the context of the part definition. To apply a 
sealant specific to the B filters, the instruction would be associated with the same face, 
but only in the context of the B part-usage. To apply a sealant to the B filter on the left 
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0 filter ~~~~ 
module - ~ 

Figure 5 The assembly graph 

module, the instruction is again associated with the same geometric face, but this time 
only in the context of the filter B part-occurrence under module 1. 

As demonstrated in this example, geometric attributes may be assigned at each of those 
three levels. This implies a connection from each to the assembly entities to the underlying 
solid models. In addition to attributes, relationships may be defined between geometry in 
the context provided by these entities. For these relationships to make sense, the related 
entities must be in the same geometric context. Relationships between the geometry of 
one part and another are usually relationships between part-usages with a common parent 
assembly, or between part-occurrences that are in the same occurrence tree. These two 
cases guarantee a common geometric context. 

Before introducing the linkage between the solid models and the assembly representa
tion, consider that when each assembly entity is created, it is assigned a unique identifier 
from a common global name space. Additionally, each part has a local name space for la
beling subpart entities. Subpart entities are defined within the scope of a part and, in this 
discussion, primarily refer to solid modeling entities such as faces, edges and vertices. Such 
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entities are defined within the context of a part, and not a part-usage or part-occurrence. 
In the common case, the geometry is associated with a leaf part definition. It is also 
possible for an assembly node (a part node with component parts) to directly contain 
geometry that, for example, stores a simplified version of the assembly shape. All such 
subpart entities, including topological and geometric entities from a part's solid model, 
are labeled with unique identifiers drawn from the part's local name space. 

Finally, the key to linking the geometry and the assembly representation is to enable 
references to geometric features in the context of any of the assembly entities. That 
requires that two identifiers be specified: one for the assembly entity and one for the 
subpart. The particular subpart is found by traversing from the specified assembly entity 
to the entity's unique associated part. For example, in Figure 5, given the part-occurrence 
B filter 1, the corresponding part is found by traversing to the related part-usage, B, 
and from there to the filter part. 

2.5 Attribute Precedence in the Assembly Representation 

Another important issue for this assembly representation is determining the precedence 
of information within the representation. Since information about any given design entity 
may be expressed at several levels of specificity, it is quite possible, and even likely, to 
have conflicting information. Attribute precedence requires a design context that is set by 
specifying a root assembly or its rooted occurrence tree. This discussion will concentrate 
on computing an attribute for a part-occurrence node in that specified tree. The concepts 
generalize in a straight-forward manner to computing attributes for part-usage nodes and 
part nodes. 

There are two different classes of attributes that we call overridable and nonoverridable. 
Each class has a different precedence strategy that will be illuminated by two examples. 
Consider the display color for a given part which is an overridable attribute. The part
occurrence, part-usage and part may each specify a different display color. Overridable 
attribute are defined by the most specific value. Therefore, if the color is specified in the 
part-occurrence, that value is used. Otherwise, the color would be taken from the part
usage or the part, respectively. The material type for the tubes in a hydraulic assembly 
is an example of a nonoverridable attribute. That assembly would not be certified if the 
material type changed. When a nonoverridable attribute changes there must be a new 
part definition. 

For nonoverridable attributes, the most general information has the highest precedence. 
Attributes are searched for in the following order with the first found taking precedence: 
the part, the part-usage of the part, the next-higher assembly containing the part-usage, 
the part-occurrence of the part-usage in the next-higher assembly's rooted occurrence 
tree, and the part-occurrence of the part-usage in the each next-higher assembly's rooted 
occurrence tree . 

For overridable attributes, the most specific information has the highest precedence. 
Attributes are searched in the same order, but the last attribute found takes precedence. 
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3 GENERALIZING THE REPRESENTATION 

This section introduces the underlying concepts of this representation. It then briefly 
addresses some extensions to capture manufacturing assembly sequence, and geometric 
relationships for both functional schematics and 2D engineering drawings. These descrip
tions will be brief and incomplete. They are meant to illustrate, in a general sense, how 
this representation can be extended. 

The definitions of part, part-usage and part-occurrence capture two types of informa
tion. The first is the assembly graph structure that represents component reuse and multi
ple levels of design specificity. The second is the geometry and the other attributes specific 
to mechanical assemblies. To extend this representation to other contexts we define new 
entities that contain only the information of the first type. They are element, element
usage and element-occurrence. For object oriented programmers, the element entities are 
the base classes from which specific implementations, such as mechanical assemblies, de
rive. 

An assembly sequence representation also derives from the element base classes giv
ing sequence, sequence-usage and sequence-occurrence. The complete sequence graph is 
called an assembly sequence plan. The leaf sequence nodes point to a part instead of 
specific geometry. Any assembly that is installed as a physical unit will be included by a 
leaf sequence node, even if it is a complex assembly. Such complex assemblies are built 
according to a separate assembly sequence plan. The sequence-usages are operations that 
insert and remove both assemblies and tools. The tools are used to hold the parts during 
intermediate phases of the build process. The sequence nodes store the order in which its 
sequence-usage operations are applied. 

To the capture the relationships that are encoded in a 2D engineering drawing we intro
duce a special relationship entity that is defined within the scope of a rooted occurrence 
tree. An engineering drawing's context is always a rooted occurrence tree. Using the at
tribute and unique naming conventions described earlier, this relationship entity points to 
the related geometric entities and also stores a link to the corresponding 2D annotations. 
This allows the 2D annotations to be invalidated when either of the entities change. These 
concepts will be extended over time to encode constraints between entities in addition to 
relationships between them. This would allow some validity tests to be automated and 
also enable the automated production of 2D annotations. 

Functional system breakdown is captured by schematic, schematic-usage and schematic 
occurrence. Connectivity relationships are only established between schematic-usages be
longing to a common schematic assembly. A schematic node has port definitions that are 
mirrored by any schematic-usage that includes a schematic in a next-higher schematic. 
The schematic node provides a template of the ports. Connections can only be made when 
the schematic is used in some context. Connections within a schematic are made by con
necting together the ports of its component schematic-usages. Schematic-usage ports may 
also be connected to their parent schematic's port definitions. This is how components 
are connected through multiple levels of the hierarchy. 
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4 CONNECTING VIEWS WITHIN THE PRODUCT 
REPRESENTATION 

293 

This section deals with the important issue of accountability between multiple hierar
chical design views, by taking the example of an engineering assembly hierarchy and a 
manufacturing assembly sequence plan. Accountability, in this context, is the ability to 
make sure all of the parts described in the engineering product definition are assembled 
by the manufacturing process. It also includes the ability to propagate an engineering 
change into the manufacturing assembly sequence, and enabling automatic computation 
of the specific sections of the manufacturing plan that are effected by a given engineering 
change. 

filter A filter A 

Engineering Assembly 
lilterB ru ... s 

Assembly Sequence 
pipe_L tee 

Figure 6 Linking the engineering assembly with the manufacturing plan 

We achieve this type of accountability by relating the element-occurrences of the two 
assembly hierarchies. In Figure 6, the part/part-usage graphs have been omitted because it 
has already been demonstrated how to propagate information between a part/part-usage 
graph and tree. On the left side of the vertical black line is the mechanical assembly called 
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assy and two of its rooted part-occurrence trees. To the right is a manufacturing assembly 
sequence called assy' and below it is a rooted sequence-occurrence tree corresponding to 
mod', that modifies the way the engineering filter module is assembled. 

Before discussing the links between the occurrence trees, we will discuss the meaning 
of the assembly plan. Manufacturing received the engineering description of assy and 
decided it was not practical to accept the sys_L and sys..R parts, because the tubes 
would break off during handling. Further, because of space constraints the B filters had 
to be left off until everything else was installed. 

The left-to-right ordering of the nodes sequence-occurrence trees indicate the instal
lation order. So, first the tee is installed, then mod' 1, then mod' 2, etc. This order 
addressed all of manufacturing's concerns. 

Now the problem remains of how to make sure that all of the engineering parts were 
installed by the sequence plan. There are two kinds of links depicted in the figure. The 
links shown as thin dotted lines are simple one-to-one accountability relationships. If every 
leaf sequence-occurrence has such a link to a part-occurrence then there has been a proper 
accounting of all the parts. We have only included the dotted lines where the relationships 
are ambiguous. Those nodes with no links that have identical names in the two top-level 
trees are understood to have a direct correspondence. 

The thick dotted lines indicate a partial correspondence between an engineering as
sembly and a manufacturing sequence. To calculate the accountability in this case, the 
mapping between module and mod' is consulted to determine that only the base and 
filter A are accounted for, and so the filter B part-occurrences in the top-level engineer
ing tree are directly linked to the manufacturing plan to account for them. With these 
links established, it is straight forward to propagate change effects from one to the other. 

5 RELATED WORK 

Although there is a long history of using hierarchical assemblies, there is relatively little 
written about their representation. The discussion in the literature has predominantly 
focused on either using a part/part-usage graph or a part-occurrence tree to represent 
hierarchical assemblies. Many CAD systems support some fraction of the mechanical as
sembly representation presented in this paper, but we are not aware of any that also 
support the integrated design representation described here. Also, while many CAD sys
tems allow some form of associative drawing they do not support all of the necessary 
design abstractions. 

Wesley, et al. [11] used a part-occurrence tree with a graph structure to capture func
tional and mechanical relations between elements of the tree. Eastman [2] used a part
occurrence tree with geometric constraints that relate the topological elements of the 
component parts. 

Lee and Gossard [5] described a part-occurrence tree with mating relationships between 
occurrences. Their "virtual links" and "mating-features" define those mating constraints 
between the part-occurrences. They derive the relative transforms between assemblies and 
their constituent parts using those mating constraints. 

Part/part-usage graphs also have a substantial history of use. Braid [1] proposed con
structing part/part-usage graphs with Boolean combinations of primitive shapes, adding 
a "collective" operator to the usual set of Boolean shape operations. He developed a Ian-
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guage to facilitate describing and constructing assemblies. Mantyla [7], Rossignac, et. al. 
[9], Rossignac, et. a!. [10], and Van Emmerik, et a!. [3] have used part/part-usage graphs 
to allow effective creation and editing of complex assemblies of geometric objects. 

Rappaport [8] recognized the importance of both maintaining the part/part-usage graph 
(which he refers to as "hierarchical assembly graph" or "HAG") and providing a mech
anism for associating information to part-occurrences (instances in his terminology). To 
accomplish this, he proposed a method to extend the part/part-usage graph representa
tion by storing information unique to a given path through the part/part-usage graph at 
the terminal part node of the path. He uses the term "singling" to describe this approach. 

Libardi, Dixon and Simmons [6] reviewed the research in the area of functional and 
process relations between assembly elements, including the representation of spatial con
straints between the components of assemblies, and of ordering constraints for determining 
assembly sequences for manufacturing. 

6 CONCLUSIONS 

We have presented a hierarchical assembly representation for describing complex prod
uct designs. The representation enables persistent reference to assembly entities and to 
associated entities, e.g. faces of a solid model, in the context of the assembly. We have 
explained how to manage attributes and geometric relationships in a consistent manner. 
We have pointed out how the representation might be generalized to represent other hier
archical product views. We have explained how those views can be related to each other 
to maintain design consistency, and to enable process automation. 

We are generalizing this representation to address versioning of assemblies and the 
design of families of products. This will allow us to capture design commonality in a 
manner that scales to large assemblies. It will enable us to provide automated support for 
tracking and managing design change, eliminating large amounts of error-prone, manual 
effort. 

We are also elaborating the functional schematic and assembly sequence representations 
mentioned briefly in this paper. We are developing a linkage between the 2D engineering 
drawing information and the 3D assembly structure. Future work will include developing 
representations for kinematic assemblies and mechanical interfaces between parts. 

Our assembly representation provides a small step on the path to integration and man
agement of design and manufacturing data for complex products. Less complex designs 
need such a representation only for automated design. Very complex designs will likely re
quire such a representation for commercial viability, given current competitive pressures. 
It is certainly the case that companies that use highly integrated product data first will 
gain a huge competitive advantage. 
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